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Premise
Image-based assays are extraordinarily information-rich.
These data can be used to identify hidden relationships between treatments or
cell types. These insights can be important starting points for hypothesisbased studies.
The data can be highly redundant and mis-scaled, these factors can invalidate
the biological basis of such insights.
The way to defend against irrelevance is for a team of biologists and data
analysists to communicate directly and to understand each persons role,
which includes knowing what each persons role is and how to discuss
critically.*
* Unusually opinionated statements that form the basis of this short course.
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Skill sets necessary for HCS studies
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Outline: Part 1, Data assessment and refinement
1. Images and data: What is measured and how many ways can you
measure something?
2. How much data are we talking about?
3. How much data do we need?
4. Getting from 2 to 3: Data reduction and normalization
1. Elimination of irrelevant data
2. Computational methods
1. Pre-processing of data
2. Similarity searches of the data to identify relevant data
3. Normalization: smoothing out highly discordant measurements
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Outline: Part 2, Data assessment and refinement
1. What do we need to do?
1. Understand relationships between treatment conditions (drugs, RNAi,
etc)?
2. Define a positive from a negative effect, based on a phenotype?
2. What methods are available to us?
3. How can we tell we have applied a method correctly?
4. What is this all for?: Data visualization to make the point clearly
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Outline: Part 1, Data assessment and refinement
Understanding Part 1: Wrestling with raw data
When I first learned statistics in high school, the data was always provided in
a nice, rectangular, format. All I had to do was plug some numbers into an
Excel™ spreadsheet…but once in grad school I realized that data in the real
world never seems to be in the format you need.
Nowadays, it’s not out of the ordinary that I spend just as much time getting
data into the format that I need as I do putting the visual part of the data
graphic together.
Nathan Lau, Visualize This, The Flowing Data Guide to Design,
Visualization and Statistics (2011) Wiley Press.
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Images and data: Objects in cells (and cells themselves)
can be quantified
Nuclear or cell measurements:
Number per field or well, area, average intensity, total
intensity, intensity variation, perimeter/area ratio, length
of longest axis, length/width ratio

Fiber measurements:
Longest length, number
per cell, number of
branch points, total
length per cell (sum of
all fibers), orientation
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Puncta measurements:
Area, average intensity, total intensity,
intensity variation, number per cell,
number in cytoplasm, number in nucleus

Colony measurements:
Overall density,
average distance
between cells, average
distance between
nuclei

More measurements
(live cells):
Motility, time,
periodicity, lineage

Images and data: There are many ways to measure
an object
For example,
measurement of nuclei
can include all of the
following:
• Size (area)
• Shape (elongation)
• Variation (punctate
regions)
• Intensity
Furthermore, each
feature can be reported
in multiple ways. For
intensity:
• Average
• Median
• Integrated (total)
• Maximum or minimum
(pixel in the nucleus)
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Images and data: Any cell or object can show a high
level of heterogeneity
No two cells are alike!
For a given well, a
feature can be
summarized as:
• Mean
• Median
• Mode (most common)
• Most
• Least
As well as the
distribution of all cells:
• Normal
• Parametric
• Skew
• Kurtosis
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Images and data: Heterogeneity and distribution, two
important considerations for imaging informatics

We are trained to
presume homogeneity
(or a normal distribution)
for cells in a well under a
given perturbation
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Images and data: Heterogeneity and distribution, two
important considerations for imaging informatics
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In many cases, a normal distribution is not observed!
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Images and data: Many cellular responses recorded
in imaging assays do not follow normal distributions
Cell-level distributions for two HCS assays

Broad BBBC-images
Haney (2014) JBS 19:672-analysis
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Outline: Part 1, Data assessment and refinement
1. Images and data: What is measured and how many ways can you
measure something?
2. How much data are we talking about?
3. How much data do we need?
4. Getting from 2 to 3: Data reduction and normalization
1. Elimination of irrelevant data
2. Computational methods
1. Pre-processing of data
2. Similarity searches of the data to identify relevant data
3. Normalization: smoothing out highly discordant measurements
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How much data do we have: What does the aggregated
data look like?
Well-level data: HCS lite!
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Stage
Label

Z
Position

Compartment
s

B02
B03
B04
B05
B06
B07
B08
B09
B10
B11
C02
C03

11195.86
11189.96
11184.28
11179.94
11175.96
11171.42
11172.8
11151.9
11153.58
11156.86
11190.6
11181.22

135
99
119
105
57
94
151
164
123
151
109
107

Mean
Compartme
nt Area
102.4099467
110.5533909
116.7666807
98.32453714
117.1146868
100.1203995
104.2734978
109.4424791
102.1561226
100.5843755
100.2238576
114.9278783

Mean
Compartment
Average
Intensity
591.7543031
599.4955527
937.3800299
1062.057664
971.0335286
1120.591062
1229.905726
1205.162529
1111.97295
1191.070176
610.9705625
611.7466423

Integrated
Inner
Intensity
15508400
14265166
19665785
15489827
12422553
21149918
44816224
57469870
45244258
51294208
20729123
28374525

Integrated
Outer
Intensity
13125311
11286382
14715857
12101019
6309241
10134985
18009883
19594161
12876231
15721034
12561276
11745803

How much data do we have: What does the aggregated
data look like?
Cell-level data: Drinking from the firehose!

One row per cell, for all wells

One column per feature
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Stage
Label

B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02
B02

Z Position

11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86
11195.86

Cell
:
Ass
ign
ed
Lab
el #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Cell:
Compartme
nt Area

31.201875
52.835175
58.659525
56.995425
45.346725
65.315925
64.06785
59.07555
26.209575
69.476175
64.483875
78.628725
32.865975
73.636425

Cell:
Compartme
nt Integrated
Intensity

33785
59143
98015
96779
62886
106728
82975
72910
35928
81502
56833
76631
34692
68079

Cell: Mean
Compartment
Intensity

450.4666667
465.6929134
695.141844
706.4160584
576.9357798
679.7961783
538.7987013
513.4507042
570.2857143
488.0359281
366.6645161
405.4550265
439.1392405
384.6271186

Cell:
Inner
Area

Cell:
Outer
Area

19.9692
38.690325
38.690325
33.698025
32.865975
43.682625
42.43455
38.2743
13.728825
43.682625
48.674925
56.5794
22.049325
57.41145

32.033925
31.6179
34.11405
34.11405
40.77045
50.339025
34.9461
56.163375
32.033925
60.323625
40.77045
53.667225
34.9461
45.346725

Cell:
Integrated
Inner
Intensity

17317
40974
29561
38963
40824
54610
57015
49924
20668
39937
30621
41748
16811
32473

How much data do we have: What does the aggregated
data look like?
Data per row:
• 96 wells
• 1 row per treatment range
• 1400 cells per row
• 12 rows X 1400 cells = 17K cells

Data per cell:
• 30-700 features per cell
Data per plate:
• 500-1200K measurements/96 well plate

ImageNumber
ImageNumber
ImageNumber
ImageNumber
ImageNumber
Metadata_Imagenumber
Metadata_Row
Metadata_Series
Metadata_Well
Metadata_column
Intensity_IntegratedIntensityEdge_GFP
Intensity_IntegratedIntensity_GFP
Intensity_LowerQuartileIntensity_
Intensity_MADIntensity_
1
1 nan
nan
0
1A
0 A01
1 16.96863 62.73333 0.058824 0.058824
1
2 nan
nan
0
1A
0 A01
1 10.17647 30.77647 0.023529 0.003922
1
3 nan
nan
0
1A
0 A01
1 23.06275 93.34118 0.105882 0.035294
1
4 nan
nan
0
1A
0 A01
1 28.10588 172.1961 0.078431 0.019608
1
5 nan
nan
0
1A
0 A01
1 24.00392 86.73334 0.12549 0.031373
1
6 nan
nan
0
1A
0 A01
1 16.76863 66.15294 0.035294 0.031373
1
7 nan
nan
0
1A
0 A01
1 21.47059 85.50981 0.063725 0.054902
1
8 nan
nan
0
1A
0 A01
1 45.36863 230.3216 0.129412 0.062745
1
9 nan
nan
0
1A
0 A01
1 17.38431 135.2392 0.05098 0.054902
1
10 nan
nan
0
1A
0 A01
1
12.8 69.38824 0.023529 0.011765
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Outline: Part 1, Data assessment and refinement
1. Images and data: What is measured and how many ways can you
measure something?
2. How much data are we talking about?
3. How much data do we need?
4. Getting from 2 to 3: Data reduction and normalization
1. Elimination of irrelevant data
2. Computational methods
1. Pre-processing of data
2. Similarity searches of the data to identify relevant data
3. Normalization: smoothing out highly discordant measurements
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How much do we need: Understanding the goal
Super caveat!:
Data required to complete a study is dependent on study design, execution,
and hypothesis.
What data is needed is affected by purpose, but is not always clear at
inception. (near) Redundancy of feature data, and completeness of feature
capture, can enable analytical options.
As such, it is generally valuable to track data changes over samples using
several features during the analysis phase of a study.
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Data reduction: Pre-processing of data
Data captured fit into several categories:
Metadata: well location, image location within a well, cell location within an
image, links to original images, treatment information
Measurements: Feature data, including multiple summaries of feature data
Data elimination is expressly ‘fit-for-purpose’
• Metadata can be excluded if not used downstream
• If capacity exists for linking quantitative data to original image, then
keep (e.g. click on a data point in Spotfire™ and see the cell
referenced)
• Treatment conditions are typically highly relevant and can be used to
view data (e.g. color samples/cells by drug concentration)
• Measurements:
• Since multiple measurements are made per feature, need to
understand the impact of measuring the same thing different ways
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HCS image analysis typically does not presume how the data will be
analyzed, so tend to be ‘greedy’ and enable the data analysist to refine

Data reduction: Logical methods for data reduction
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Each of these redundancies may be
handled differently:
• Similar measurements can be
combined or a single feature can
be selected
• A common pathway may become
dysregulated, so this loss of
correlation could itself indicate a
phenotypic effect

Feature correlations per well
Actin fiber alignment

Features can be highly correlated,
because
• they are very similar
measurements (e.g. mean and
total area for an object),
• they are independent features that
tend to correlate because of a
general cell property
• they are independent features but
are linked by a common process
(e.g. signaling pathway)

Nuclear size

Data reduction: Computational methods for data reduction
Feature data can be too expansive to
fully contemplate by perusing the
worksheet by eye
Data can be highly related or even
identical but can be hard to spot
because they are either scaled
differently or may the product of a
constant difference, including inverse
relationships.
It is also possible that discrete
features may correlate under one set
of conditions, but become
uncorrelated under different
conditions
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Data reduction: Normalization of final data
Feature data can be too
expansive to fully contemplate
by perusing the worksheet by
eye
Data can be highly related or
even identical but can be hard
to spot because they are either
scaled differently or may the
product of a constant
difference, including inverse
relationships.
It is also possible that discrete
features may correlate under
one set of conditions, but
become uncorrelated under
different conditions
23

Outline: Part 2, Data assessment and analysis
1. What do we need to do?
1. Understand relationships between treatment conditions (drugs, RNAi,
etc)?
2. Define a positive from a negative effect, based on a phenotype?
2. What methods are available to us?
3. How can we tell we have applied a method correctly?
4. What is this all for?: Data visualization to make the point clearly
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Data assessment and refinement: What do we need to do?
What do we need to do? The methods to consider are affected by which of
the following questions is more appropriate:
Do we need to gain insight into a set of test conditions that we have
completed? or,
Do we need to develop a method to classify future treatments based on
how they match the initial test conditions?
First question:
How do we explore data we have generated?
These issues fall within ‘Unsupervised learning’. A literal hypothesis is
not identified a priori, but methods can identify relationships between
treatment conditions to be verified by subsequent studies
Second question:
Can we generate a (phenotypic) rule set to decide whether a new
treatment falls into one of the previously defined classes?
These issues fall into ’Supervised Learning’, using an algorithm to
evaluate new treatments based on the performance of treatments used in
the ‘learning’ phase of the study.
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What do we need to do: A few additional comments
on unsupervised vs supervised learning
1. Unsupervised learning:
1. ‘Exploratory data analysis’: Correlations only, no causation
2. Identify patterns in data, particularly grouping of treatment conditions
through phenotypic similarities
3. Typically, all samples are classified, even if outliers
4. Requires a separate validation phase for connecting correlation to
causation
2. Supervised learning:
1. Establishment of rules based on control samples
2. For any new treatment (e.g. compound), is it consistent with a pattern
defined by compounds ‘A’ or by compounds ‘B’?
3. Validation of correlation to causation is required in development of the
algorithm and performance metrics are defined (e.g. false positive vs.
false negative (and measures where changing thresholds affect such
classifications).
4. Samples that do not fit into ‘A’ or ‘B’ are not classified conclusively, not
an effort to define new classes during implementation
26

Outline: Part 2, Data assessment and refinement
1. What do we need to do?
1. Understand relationships between treatment conditions (drugs, RNAi,
etc)?
2. Define a positive from a negative effect, based on a phenotype?
2. What methods are available to us?
3. How can we tell we have applied a method correctly?
4. What is this all for?: Data visualization to make the point clearly
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What methods are available to us: Unsupervised
Learning

Feature 2

For a 2 feature data set, how can we classify the samples:

Feature 1
28

Principal Components Analysis
PCA recalculates the coordinate
system defined by the feature
values into a new system that
starts with a line that integrates
several features into a new
coordinate that traverses the data
at its widest separation. A second
coordinate is drawn that is
perpendicular to the first, and
traverses the data at its widest of
the remaining dispersion of the
samples. The process is repeated
until all variance in the data is
accounted for, which is when the
original coordinate system is
replaced with a new one (no data
reduction!)

However, the new coordinate
system is rank-ordered by the
extent each describes the data.
Considering that imaging data is so
redundant, it is frequently found
that most of the differences
between samples can be described
by 3-6 components.

Self-organizing maps and k-means clustering
These methods place a series
of centroids into the data
space and moves them until
they represent a cluster of
samples. The centroids are
considered set when the
distances to samples within
the cluster are less than the
samples that are not in the
cluster
SOMs start with an array of
centroids, k-means clustering
can start with any number of
points and are placed
randomly in the data space

For k-means clustering, random placement
means that the clusters can change every time
the algorithm is run. For both, increasing the
number of centroids can split authentic clusters,
decreasing can cause clusters to be merged
together.

Hierarchical clustering
There are two main
approaches, divisive (which
starts by dividing the dataset
by the clearest separation in
the data) and agglomerative
(which starts with the two
samples that are most similar
and groups them).
Both methods repeat these
processes until all samples
are clustered

Hierarchical clustering
There are further options for
clustering data. For example,
within agglomerative
clustering, new linkages
between clusters can be made
through:
• Single linkage: clusters
evaluated by the closest
points in the clusters
• Complete linkage:
evaluation through the
samples most dissilimar
(furthest away) within the
two clusters
• Average linkage: average
an all-by-all distances (for
clusters of 8 and 6 objects,
48 distance calculations will
be averaged)

What methods are available to us: Supervised
learning
Supervised learning is a
collection of methods that
establish criteria for inclusion
within a class or group

Good

Evil

This classification is used to
evaluate new samples based
on how they respond relative
to historical controls
Since controls are known, the
precise algorithm (the path of
the line) can be evaluated for
known misses (false
positive/negative rates)
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Examples:
• Random Forest
• Linear Discriminant Analysis
• Support Vector Machines
• Decision tress

Outline: Part 2, Data assessment and refinement
1. What do we need to do?
1. Understand relationships between treatment conditions (drugs, RNAi,
etc)?
2. Define a positive from a negative effect, based on a phenotype?
2. What methods are available to us?
3. How can we tell we have applied a method correctly?
4. What is this all for?: Data visualization to make the point clearly
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How can we tell?
It is not acceptable to conclude that the number of movies starring Nicholas
Cage indicates that it could be less safe jump into a swimming pool for any
given year-because it is absurd.
It is not acceptable to conclude that Congress has become more polarized,
even though we intrinsically believe that this is true, simply because there are
data to support it-when we don’t understand the data used to define the
relationship.
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How can we tell?
For PCA:
• Recall that the coordinate
space is redefined by new
coordinates that are ranked
from most to least informative.
• Plotting the degree of
description for each new
coordinate gives a visual
understanding of the point
where adding additional
coordinates provides little new
information
• This (‘Scree’) plot is uses to
determine the number of
components to retain for
subsequent analyses
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Principal components

How can we tell?
Elbow plots for k-means clustering
and related techniques for other
methods are designed to help
determine the number of clusters in
a data set. Similar to the Scree plot,
they use inflection points to decide
when the data becomes over fitted.
One way this is helpful for
Hierarchical clustering: when the
maximum number of clusters have
been identified, the clusters can be
considered separate when making
comparisons across clusters, but
comparisons within samples of the
same group within these defined
clusters.
37

Samples

Validation of results
Since the methods are powerful reductions of multi-variate data, the question
turns out to ‘how do we know that we have reduced data meaningfully?”
The challenge becomes ‘how, in the spirit of simplicity and transparency, can
we communicate our results, along with the matters that could enable others
to decide conclusions that are different that ours, or at least clarify how the
data may not support a conclusion at all?
For Supervised learning methods, quality controls are defined during the
algorithm development stage.
For Unsupervised learning, this becomes a particularly difficult challenge: to
hold off on drawing conclusions before implementing validation studies.
In essence, this is a higher-dimensional case of the classic statistical
challenge of avoiding the confusion between correlation and causation.
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Unsupervised Learning: Why is it not conclusive?
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Unsupervised Learning: When is it obvious to reject a
correlation as causative?
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Unsupervised Learning: When is it obvious to accept
a correlation as causative?

But does it prove that
Congress has actually
become more
divided?
Are we using the
same inference biases
to conclude that
entering politics now is
worse than wanting to
avoid swimming in
years where Nicholas
Cage stars in a lot of
movies?
41

Congress interactions, beginning in 1949, per 8 yrs

Congress interactions, per 2 yrs

A lot of data, one
point: Congress has
become more divded,
based on cross-aisle
interactions.

Conclusions
It is not acceptable to conclude that the number of movies starring Nicholas
Cage indicates that it could be unsafe jump into a swimming pool for any
given year-because it is absurd.
It is not acceptable to conclude that Congress has become more polarized,
even though we intrinsically believe that this is true, simply because there are
data to support it-when we don’t understand the data used to define the
relationship.
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Further reading and source material
Uncredited images reproduced from:
• Haney, SA (2014) Factoring and Clustering High Content Data, in An
Introduction To High Content Screening And Analysis Techniques: Practical
Advice and Examples, Haney, S.A, Bowman, D. Chakravarty, A. Davies, A.
and Shamu, C.E. John Wiley Press, NY, NY pp. 211-229.
Probably some of the best discussion on systems biology and the statistics
material that underlie Sys Bio and data mining are online:
• Revolution Analytics (http://blog.revolutionanalytics.com/)
• Probability and Statistics Blog (http://www.statisticsblog.com/start-here/)
• StatsBlog (http://www.statsblogs.com/)
• Aggregated Machine Learning Blogs (https://www.quora.com/What-are-thebest-regularly-updated-machine-learning-blogs-or-resources-available)
• Systems Biology online courses
• Udacity (https://www.udacity.com/course/intro-to-machine-learning-ud120)
• Stanford University (https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning)
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